TAKE OUT JUDAISM MENU

Supernatural Judaism
Rabbi Gerber
This one is not for the faint of heart...If you think New Orleans is full of
rich , supernatural history , wait until you see the Talmud! Exorcisms,
ghosts, dybbuks...get ready to see Judaism like never before.

Jewish Cooking 101
Melanie Blitz
If you've ever eaten Melanie's cooking, you need no description. If you
haven't you will be in for a treat (figuratively and literally)! Learn Jewish
cooking from the best!

Learn Torah You Will
Phil Gaethe

Ever wonder what is Jewish about Star Wars, Star Trek and other sci-fi
classics? Don't wonder anymore! We will learn about Jewish concepts
through the lens of some of the most popular sci-fi movies. The truth is
out there!
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Celebrating Shabbat with your Toddler
Melanie Blitz

A strong Jewish identity begins with Shabbat. Who better to teach your
family age-appropriate Shabbat rituals the the director of the
unparalleled Manheim Nursery School?

What Makes a Song Jewish?
Tory May

Does a song have to have a certain chord structure or a certain history
to be considered "Jewish?" Are there themesthat work across the board
whether you are in a temple or a church? A night of singing and
discussion will help to answer those questions.

Biblio-Art
Phil Gaethe

Do you appreciate beautiful paintings from the Masters? If you answered
yes, choose this Take Out class as we explore the weekly Torah portion
by examining classic works of art depicting famous biblical characters
and stories.
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Jewsic 5779
Tory May

New Jewish music ROCKS! Hear and learn music composed by Elana
Arian, Dan Nichols, Noah Aronson, and others.

Torah to Go
Rabbi Gerber or Tory May

Host a Torah Scroll in your home! Study the Torah portion and learn all
about our sacred scroll. This class is great if you have a bar or bat
mitzvah coming up!

Eating Ethically
Student Rabbi Lexi Erdheim

For millennia, Jews have taken the mundane act of eating and elevated it
into a moment of spiritually. See how you can add sacredness to your
meals--even if you don't keep kosher!
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The Rabbi Football Challenge
Rabbi Gerber

If you have ever wanted to have a Jewish-themed football watching party,
this is your chance! The Rabbi Football Challenge is a combination of trivia
night and the gridiron. Get your team's name etched in the Rabbi's Cup
Trophy!

Raising a Jewish Teen
Charlie Cox

It can be hard to be Jewish in the world today ( what else is new, right?).
Jews face specific challenges as they go off to high school and college:
anti-semitism, BDS...etc. This class will help them be prepared!

News and Nosh
Rabbi Gerber
Do you want a Rabbi's perspective on what is going on in the world? This
class will be a respectful discussion on the news of the week from a Jewish
perspective.

